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Anacapa Micro Products Inc. has the expertise and resources to provide you with complete IT solutions and product-based services to meet all your specific requirements, including servers, storage, AV, cloud, networking, Telecom, software, and peripherals.

CIO-CS Overview
The Chief Information Officer - Commodities and Solutions (CIO-CS) Government-wide Acquisition Contract (GWAC) is a ten (10) year Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contract with one 60-month base period from 05/01/2015 to 04/30/2020; and one 60-month option period from 05/01/2020 to 04/30/2025 under which federal government agencies may award delivery orders to acquire IT commodities and solutions.

The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), National Institute of Health (NIH), National Institutes of Health Information Technology Acquisition and Assessment Center (NITAAC), has a requirement to provide a mechanism for the federal government to procure IT commodity solutions as they relate to health and life sciences capabilities, and general Information Technology (IT) initiatives.

Federal agencies can use this GWAC for acquiring a wide range of IT commodities and associated commodity enabling services. The GWAC is an IDIQ contract against which federal agencies can issue delivery orders for their specific requirements. The focus of this contract is to provide government agencies with a mechanism for quick ordering of needed IT commodities and associated commodity enabling services at equitable and reasonable prices.

Attributes and Details:
* Streamlined ordering and procedures under FAR Subpart 16.505 save time, money and resources
* Delivery orders placed directly by agency with end-to-end management by procuring CO
* Best available prices negotiated at the master contract level
* Delivery order competition drives prices even lower
* Customized terms and conditions are easily added at the delivery order level
* 5-Year plus 5-year option multiple award indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity (IDIQ) GWAC
* $20 billion contract ceiling
* For everything IT in support of the Federal Enterprise Architecture, the Department of Defense Enterprise Architecture and the Federal Health Architecture
* 17 million CLINS and counting
* Technical refresh program (TRP) enables commodities to be added continually, or within hours of your request
* NITAAC Contract Access Fee (NCAF) is ½%
* Flexible ordering procedures and options

CIO-CS Contacts

CIO-CS Website
https://nitaac.nih.gov/nitaac/contracts/cio-cs

ANACAPA Contacts

CIO-CS Contract Number
HHSN3162015000025W

General Ordering Inquiries:
cio-cs@anacapamicro.com

CIO-CS Program Manager:
Glenn Anderson
anderson@anacapamicro.com
805.339.0305 x101

Deputy CIO-CS Program Manager:
Webb Driver
driver@anacapamicro.com
805.339.0305 x201

Customer Service
cio-cs@anacapamicro.com
800.800.7056
Ordering Information:
The Electronic Government Ordering System (e-GOS) is a secure, web-based delivery order system developed by NITAAC. It allows customers to perform Fair Opportunity in accordance with FAR 16.5 and to integrate workflow management, e-doc management, as well as customer relationship management.

e-GOS enables Customers to easily:
* Perform Labor Rate searches
* Submit a Request for Proposal (RFP)
* Submit a Draft RFP
* Submit a Request for Information (RFI)
* Post Sources Sought Notifications
* Post Special Notices
* If you are an existing e-GOS user, or would like to create an account, please click here to log-in:
  https://cio.egos.nih.gov/

NITAAC Website:
https://nitaac.nih.gov/nitaac/contracts/cio-cs

SF49 & Conformed Contract:
http://www.anacapamicro.com/anacapa/pdfs/ANACAPA_HHSN316201500025W.pdf

About Anacapa
Anacapa is a HUBZone-certified small business, founded in 1991, which supplies IT hardware and software, audio/video, electronic components integrated solutions and cloud computing to government agencies, prime contractors, and higher education.

ANACAPA competes with the large computer manufacturers so we must keep our pricing competitive so that buying from ANACAPA becomes the smartest strategy for business capital investment. We must be able to offer the expertise that our customers have come to trust. At ANACAPA our technical experts must be able to work with customers and potential customers to find the computing solution best suited to their individual needs and budgets. We are able to provide our customers with high quality, name-brand equipment at the most competitive prices. We offer the best customer support our customers have come to rely on. At ANACAPA we are proud to have earned the International Organization for Standardization’s new ISO 9001:2000 certification, recognizable evidence of our ongoing commitment to excellence and high level of customer satisfaction.

If you would like more information about Anacapa please check our website at www.anacapamicro.com